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Strategic Productivity for the Leadership Team

At The Productivity Institute’s 2022 Business Conference we will be discussing

• The importance of ensuring that productivity growth is at the heart of an 
organisation’s strategy

• How every member of the management team has their part to play; from CEO 
to Finance Director, Chief Technology Officer to Marketing Director, Chief 
Technology Officer to HR Director

21 SEPTEMBER 2022 | 12PM - 2PM
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INTRODUCTION

Businesses need to not only acknowledge 
that productivity matters, but also think 
about how to have a conversation around 
productivity so that it can be acted upon, 
drive growth and create value.

Productivity is key to the growth of the economy, development of regions and 
places and to help people improve their living standards and well-being in the 
long-term. 

Organisations in the private and public sector are critical in bringing about 
improvements in productivity. For this they need access to the most skilled 
workforce, the best equipment and the latest technologies.

Despite its importance for business, there is not a well-developed narrative around 
productivity at the firm level and within individual functions. For example there is 
often a perception that 
• Productivity is difficult to define and measure
• Different functions in the organisation understand productivity to mean 

different things
• Productivity is not easy to practically manage

Yet there are many parts of the business (finance, HR, operations, marketing, etc.) 
where a better use of resources can lead to improved results.  If business leaders 
focused on strategic productivity it could help to put business growth and value 
creation on a sustained footing in the medium- and long-term.

While functional leaders (CFO, CHRO, COO/CIO/CTO and CMO) can raise 
productivity in their own areas, it is also vital they do it together. By elevating 
productivity to the boardroom the leadership team can communicate, collaborate, 
strategise and act on productivity issues that cut across functions (e.g. employee 
engagement, hybrid working, ESG, digital transformation, net-zero transition, 
brands, and communication) and effectively guide operations, planning and strategy 
for the short, medium and long-term.

https://pod.co/productivity-puzzles
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CROSS FUNCTIONAL COLLABORATION > FOCUS ON 5 DRIVERS OF PRODUCTIVITY > CLEAR ORGANISATIONAL STRATEGY

ORGANISATIONAL FUNCTIONS

CROSS FUNCTIONAL 
COLLABORATION TO DRIVE 
PRODUCTIVITY ACROSS THE 
ORGANISATION

Different business functions need to focus on specific productivity issues that impact their area . However, it is also vital that the 
leadership teams communicate, collaborate, strategise and act on broader issues that cut across functions.
We need to elevate the focus to the boardroom so that a leadership team can collectively focus on productivity and guide operations, 
planning and strategy for the short, medium and long-term.
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1. INNOVATION & DIGITAL 
ADOPTION
Most lasting productivity gains come from new 
investments, not just in more machinery and 
equipment, but especially in new technologies 
such as ICT, R&D, organisational innovations, 
and in people through raising their skills and 
competencies.

R&D investment has a strong positive effect 
on productivity, especially in high-tech 
manufacturing industries and knowledge-
intensive services sectors. Innovation in other 
sectors is often the result of less formal search 
processes to develop new services and improve 
processes.

The adoption and absorption diffusion of 
technologies and innovations which are new to 
the firm is at least as, if not more, important for 
productivity growth, than its original invention.

Maximising the use of technology within a 
business is vital but just as important is how its 
technology interfaces with business partners 
and customers.

2. WORKER SKILLS, 
ENGAGEMENT & WELL-BEING
There are many challenges businesses are 
facing with skills: shortage of skills (such 
as digital transformation skills and “soft” 
collaboration skills), skills mismatches and low 
skills persistence (especially at regional and 
local level), and skill underutilisation (e.g. as a 
result of barriers to diversity).

Effective workforce training can greatly support 
productivity. It can improve communication 
(internal and external), boost staff motivation, 
give employees greater ability to embrace and 
adopt change programmes, and make staff feel 
more valued (leading to reduced turnover rates).

Yet the quality of training is where many 
companies fall short, whether inadequate 
assessment of training needs, the misalignment 
of training programmes with strategic goals, or 
ineffectiveness of training programmes.

Employee engagement, well-being and 
productivity  are strongly and positively 
correlated. Effective implementation of 
technology to better communicate, flexible 
work arrangements, cross-departmental 
collaboration to assess the collective impact 
of each other’s activities, and rewards for 
innovation activities are critical tools for 
empowerment.

3. MANAGEMENT 
COMPETENCIES
Systematic management practices , which 
include clear target setting, performance 
tracking, and rewards for high performance, 
show a strong relationship to productivity 
growth. Indeed differences in management 
quality explain one quarter to one third of cross 
country and within country variations in total 
factor productivity.

Especially in small and medium-sized 
enterprises, traditional leadership styles 
often include a reactive focus on operational 
issues to the exclusion of strategic thinking, a 
reluctance or lack of confidence to delegate 
effectively, and a sense of isolation which 
restricts opportunities to acquire tacit 
knowledge and learning from peers.

Leadership development  and management 
programmes can be effective, especially when 
programme design and content is focused 
on wider strategic thinking rather than on 
prescriptive HRM or operational practices. 
Owner-managers learn and acquire knowledge 
as much through peer-mentoring and action 
learning as through formal curriculum delivery.

4. ACCESS TO FINANCE & COST 
SAVINGS
Improving financial literacy has been identified 
as a key factor that drive increased productivity. 
Many business owners, especially of small 
businesses, treat accounting and finance as 
reporting necessities rather than day-to-day 
management tools that enable them to manage 
cost, improve procurement and strengthen 
overall performance.

There is much reluctance and limited success 
among many businesses to access external 
finance, especially beyond funding from banks 
or nearby funding from family and friends. A 
relatively small number of firms will find their 
way across more complex financial products, 
including angel investors, venture capital, 
crowdfunding and government incentives.

The role of intangible sources of capital 
(data, innovative property, organizational 
competencies) has become increasingly 
important. But more  than 50% of firms 
face difficulties in attributing value to 
intangible assets and measuring the impact 
of improvements in the quality of input and 
outputs on productivity.

5. MARKETING & 
COMMUNICATION
Successful sales and marketing can boost 
productivity but requires thatdelivery models, 
company culture, and business communications 
are all aligned with the corporate brand to build 
reputation and create corporate value. 

Both innovation and brand  have a direct impact 
on revenues generated by the introduction of 
new products and services. Brand is also critical 
to maximising the return on innovation. Data 
analytics have hugely supported the potential 
for productivity gains in sales and marketing 
through better matching demand and resources 
in a more timely way.

With the continued growth of the internet, 
mobile devices and social media, companies 
in advanced economies are spending more 
and more in-house on strategic marketing and 
content marketing
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THE 5 KEY DRIVERS OF PRODUCTIVITY THAT LEADERS NEED TO FOCUS ON
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The Productivity Institute is a £32 million investment, 
made possible by a grant of £26 million from the 
Economic and Social Research Council (ESRC)  
and an additional £6 million from our partners.  

Based on the premise that the long-term
underperformance of productivity in the United
Kingdom threatens a future of global excellence in
economic performance and shared prosperity across
the nation, The Productivity Institute’s mission is 
to lay the foundations for an era of sustained and 
inclusive productivity growth.

Our broad-based interdisciplinary research
programme focuses on identifying the causes of the
stagnation in UK productivity and making proposals
for solutions and with strong regional engagement
with stakeholders across the whole country.

THE PRODUCTIVITY INSTITUTE PARTNERS
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